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During the last century, Le Corbusier disclosed a new notion, "free the
plan," to open the space arrangement with a grid structural system, What can
we expect to accomplish now with the advanced technology available to
architecture? How can architects deal with today's restricted space but more
functional demands? "Free the space" may be a refinement of the notion of Le
Corbusier but also a positive answer to this growing dilemma, This thesis
would like to explore the possible norms, elements, and procedures regarding
this notion, as well as design a complete project according to it.

Figure 0-1. Exemple of controllable compíex trajectortes.
(Souroe: Zuk and Clark, Page 21,)
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Abstract

Thesis statement:

To create an architectural vocabulary based on a set of core spaces that can
be transformed, added to, or subtracted from in order to have multiple uses or
connotations.

Score of project:

The project will be a youth sports camp in Lubbock, Texas, This facility will
provide an intensive sports training center for young athletes in preparation for
major competitions or for participants in off-season sports,

Context statement:

The site will be located on an empty lot between Lubbock Fairground and
Mackenzie State Park on the north side of East Broadway Avenue, in Lubbock,
It is on the east skirt of the Lubbock downtown overlooking a fifty feet deep
canyon where there is the largest "Park and Recreation" area of Lubbock,
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1.1. Architectural Issues

Introduction
In the twentieth century, free from
classical strictures, modernists rapidly
imprisoned themselves in the orthodoxy of
the grid - the very grid that had been
heralded as a passage to freedom, a
breal< from the fagade's slavish adherence
to internal plans and decorative
embellishment.'

From the emergence of the ferroconcrete work of Hennebique and Perrit in
1914, Le Corbusier, the High Modernist, developed his "Domino" system,
which became the symbol of flexibility in spatial design, With a rigid structural
frame, the Domino House was able to create more possibilities in internal
space arrangement and external fagade composition, Deriving from this, Le
Corbusier presented the notion of "free the plan" in his "Five Points of a New
Architecture" in 1926,^ The efficiency of the Domino system perfectly suits the
new machine age's demand for speedy design and construction. It also
opened the gate to industrialized design and manufacturing for modern
architecture. Many architects started to develop advanced theories dependent
on the idea of architecture as one kind of mass production. One of the most
significant cases was the Metabolism of Japan. After the Second World War,
Japan, like the other war-torn countries, was facing the tremendous challenge
of constructing residential facilities. It was in 1960 that four young Japanese
architects published the Metabolism notion. viewing the architecture as an
industrial module system,^ Space became a modular composition within the
ngid grid frame, Paradoxically, the "free the plan" notion was only further
confined to very limited choices of precast modules, which is exactly the
identical phenomenon of our industrialized world, However, their effort was
not totally without merit, The vehicular industry transforms the architectural
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Figure 1-1. Domlno House by Le Corbusier. (Source:
Trachtenberg and Hyman, Chapter 12: Plate 12-73.)

space into a trailer, which literally "frees" the plan into a movable module, The
trailer space becomes very popular in Uníted States as a movable house. a
small shop for coffee or ice cream, or a temporary hospital.

On the other side, at about the same time as Le Corbusier's disclosure
of "free the plan" notion, Gerrit Thomas Rietveld designed his Schroeder
House in Utrecht, Holland, using complicated formwork to give space
multiple meanings, which became another form of free planning, Contrary to
Le Corbusier and Metabolism, Rietveld's point of departure was not for the
designer or the manufacturer but for the user, Mrs, Schroder, the owner of
this house, asked Rietveld to design a compact house that would provide a
sufficient living space for her with three children but not restrain her dynamic
life style, To satisfy his client, he implanted the space with connotation via
movable partitions, which was able to convert a large living space into a
three-bedroom house, or vice versa,'' This was also a machine4ike solution,
which articulated the movable elements to adopt different functions.
Simultaneously derived from the machine spirit, the Kinetic Art group focused
on the aesthetics of "motion". With assistance of continuous photography,
Kinetic Art was able to discover the authentic motion of moving animals, such
Flgure 1-2, Klbogaoka Youth Castle, Tatsuhiko Nakajima &
6AUS, 1972: Capsule Modules. (Source: Ross, Plate 178.)

as birds and humans, and uncover the essential beauty inside. The most
famous exampte is the palnting, "Nu Descendant lín Escatter,'' by Marcel
Duchamp.^ The movement itself reveals irresistible pleasure to human eyes,
such as dancing or racing cars. With the effort of many artists, Kinetic Art
eventually was abte to introduce the aesthetics of machine-age products.
Inspired by this, Kinetic Architecture was probed around 1970. More than
ever, the architedure was no longer deemed as a static stmcture or shell but
a metamorphicable machine. In Kinetic Architecture, there is no definite form
or space; all the elements are convertible to create different functions at
variable times. It is a strictly direct response to humans' ever-changing
activities.® The static architecture posture was virtually abandoned with this
notion.
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Le Corbusier and Japanese Metabolism concentrated on the
possibilities of standardized design and construction, while Ríetveld and
Kinetic Architecture strived to explore the connotation design with movable
elements, Obviously, both of these free planning developments were
basically attempting to "free" the space by the notion of transformation,
Opportunely, the aesthetic behind this seems to emerge naturally from the
designed connotation effortlessly. Besides, if a building can actually satisfy
the demands of users in all kinds of occasions, it could be the most
sustainable and economical architecture since substitution and variation will
not be necessary. With the trend of the future architecture inclining to
functionalism via using advanced technology, this transformation notion will
definitely dominate the main design development.
The theory in this thesis is on the subject of functionalism,
Figure 1-3. Nu Descendant Un
Escalier, l^arcel Duchamp, 1912.
(Source: Popper, Plate 24.)

transformable technology, and kinetic aesthetics, all of which will be able to
help architect accomplishes the design with more connotation in limited space.
By programming the spaces with functions, the spatial transformability of these
spaces witt be reveated. Then, severat dlfferenttransformabte technotogies
can be tested to fulfill the spatial transformability of each space. To merge or
arrange all these transformable spaces into a complete unit is the most difficult
part of the design process. However, the most successful transformation witl
contrarily use less technology and energy but achieve the same

Flgure 1-4. Shlnihon Steel
Company, 1973:
Prefabricated box unit was
sliding into a rectangular
structural trame (Source:
Ross, Plate 126

transformability, which is also considered as the most aesthetic appearance.
These design processes will be discussed in the next chapter in detail to
disclose their strategies.

1.2. Architectural Issues

Theoretical Basis
To explore the possibility of transformation in architecture, the
Transformation is a change that occurs
between two states. ^

following issues should be discussed:
1, Essentiality of spatial transformability,
2, Essentiality of spatial transformation.
3, Transformation aesthetics,
4, Biomorphic functional significance,
Architecture generates spaces functionally and aesthetically,
Transformation can be applied only when there is a spatial difference and a
demand for it, Either an advanced technology or a traditional tectonic
tactic could be the generator for that transformation, However, architecture
is more than functional change, The visual and emotional satisfaction to
the users is nevertheless an architect's responsibitity, How to approach
these bases and convert them into the design strategies will be the theme
of this chapter.
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1.2.1. Essentiality of spatial
The nature of architecture is the change of space from a state or

transformability

characteristic to another. To architects, all spaces have their own natures
and meanings, However, it will be meaningless to classify spaces with

O

absolute states or characters. Only via viewing the spaces in a relative
way can architects disclose the true quality of transformability of spaces.
Three groups of relative spaces are therefore listed below to easily
perceive this quality and their essential characters.

Still

i.

Physical appearance of space
-

Big & Small
High & Low
Wide & Narrow
Transparent & Opaque

" I. t . ^ U i I I

^

-

Figure 1-5. Relative spaces

Whole & Partial
Smooth & Rough

-

Figure 1-6, Relative spaces

Strtt & Movtng
Open & ctosed
Outside & Inside

Idu , _

-

- , - •

ii,

Quite & Noisy

Functionat definition of space
Servant & Served
-

Public & Pnvate

-

Hot & Cold

-

Dry & Wet

Flgure 1-8. Servant: Bathroom;
Serviced: Bedroom.

-

Partial & Whole

-

Open & Enctosed

-

Bright & Dark

can also be a fine adjustment in between, A space may contain more that

-

Visible & Invisible

one character in addition to what is required, An absolute spatial solution

The spatial transformabitity can be more than a contrast change; it

to dynamic activities cannot remain as the only answer to architects,
iii, Psychological impression of space
-

Welcome & Forbidding
Monumental & Modest
Format & Casual
Natural & Artificial

Transformation may be employed in physical appearance to create another
functional definition or different psychological impression, A change in
psychological impression could simultaneously lead to the other functional
definition, With full recognition of this essentiality, the potential connotation
in only one space shall be much easier to understand and articulate.

Tranquil & Exciting
Fluent & Faltering
-

Fast & Slow
Vigorous & Quiescent
Congested & Loose
Solemn & Frivolous
Social & Sotitary

Figure 1-7,
Dynamically selferecting structure
diagram, (Source:
Zuk and Clark,
Page 45,)

1.2.2. Essentiality of spatial
transformation

To achieve the spatial transformation or to provide the spatial
connotation, the transformable elements should be equipped. These
elements could be movements, scenarios, fragrances, dimmers, heaters,
or any actions that can change the spatial qualities. The foltowing basic
elements reveal clearly the abilities of transformation.
Add & Subtract

Figure 1-10. Convertible pant (Add & subtract)
(Source: http://v\ftw^.rmconnection.com)

I.

Open & Close

II.

Divide & Union

V.

Separate & Connect

V.

Float & Sink

vi.

Infill & Exhaust

vii.

Rotate

viii.

Slide

ix.

Interchange

x.

Dim

xt.

Grow & Fatl

xii.

Twist

xiii.

Bend

xiv.

Flip

XV,

Heat & Cool

xvi.

Broadcast

xvii.

Cover & Disclose
Figure 1-12, Wall can be rotated to be floor. (Source:
Markus Wikar, http://www.hut.fi/-mwikar)

Figure 1-11. Open & close transformation. (Source:
http;//www.milemate.com)

••

These actions should be reversible and operable by the users.
With contemporary technology, it is not difficult to manipulate the building
etements, such as structural, mechanical, electrical, or even informational
systems, to realize these transformations. Sometimes, Nature will be
employed to execute these actions, too. As people might see that the
growing of leaves on the trees is one kind of "cover" action; or only a rising
sun could create a "dim" or "heat" action, The transformation could be only
one action, several subsequent actions, or a mixture of many actions, The
distinct purpose is to create a dynamic, tailored space for ever-changing
demands.
Stage architecture could be the first, yet best, example to describe
this notion. To perform a drama, many scenarios should be provided
within only the stage space and be changed in a very short time. Many
Figure 1-13. A Commedia dell'arte in the Arena
at Verona, Marco Marcola, 1772, (Source;
Kronenburg, Page 34,)

types of equipment, techniques, and operations have to be employed to
achieve its function. Though it is only fantasy architecture, the extreme
performance of spatiat transformation becomes a prototype of
architecture.'
In ancient times, the most beautiful transformable space that
occurred in realistic architecture was the exterior corridor of Katsura
Imperiat Patace in Kyoto, Japan, With onty movabte screen panels, calted
"Fusama," thís corridor can be transformed from a balcony to an interior
living space, from an open space to a closed space, from outside to inside,
and from transition to definition, No complex mechanics are needed to
support these dramatic changes, It is with thoughtful planning and simple
tectonics to make this transformation graceful.
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1.2.3. Transformation aesthetics
Transformation generally appears with movement or change of
states. It could be an objective fact or a subjective perspective. The
objective beauty of transformation could be physically observed or
precisely described and recorded. The subjective aesthetic might be
abstract, immeasurable, unprocurable, and varied with observers,
i, Objective transformation aesthetics
The emergence of chronophotography in the nineteen century
actually commenced the modern era of objective movement aesthetícs. It
was the first time in history that humans were able to observe a fast
movement, such as a running horse, or a very slow movement, such as a
growing tree, in detail and even in a reverse format. This fascinating
Figure 1-15,
Chronophotography of
descending a stair, Marcel
Duchamp, (Source; Popper,
Plate 23,)

technique ímmediately grasped the public's attention and gave rise to a
wave of scientific studies, as well as aesthetic studies.®
The major aesthetic etement of transformation should be the
rhythm revealed in a continuous composition, With a steady pace,
movement or action would appear periodicatty and dramaticalty to lead out
a visuat rhythm, The painting, "Nu Descendant Un Escalier," by the French
artist Marcel Duchamp, described successfutty this rhythm with a twodimensional media,'" Another aesthetic element could be the togical
complexity related to the sequentiat change within the transformation. tn
fact, it is the adoration for an unpredictable accomplishment that could
always allure peopte to appreciate this visual complexity.

ii, Subjective transformation aesthetics
Subjective movement as an aesthetic topic has been explored by
many artists, such as Odilon Redon, Paul Gauguin, and Vincent Van Gogh,
They tried to express movement with extremeiy subjective emotions,
original enthusiasm, the natural rhythms, and the power of life, The

/y. A. .V \
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famous painting, "La Nuit Étoilée" by Van Gogh, revealed strongly the

• ''^m>rX_

bv

subjective movement through using the continuous graphic composition
and vivid colorful expression,"
The subjective aesthetics is developed to express an individual
aspect and discover the affection of observers, Different from objective
aesthetics, it cannot be precisely measured or described, However, its

Xi

effect often overruns the others and dominates every individual's sensation,
As far as the transformation is concerned, the connotation might be the

Flgure 1-16, Unfolding mechanism of a guH's wing.
(Source: Zuk and Clark, Page 19.)

major ingredient to motivate the fascinated affection and subjective
aesthetic.

\^^'

.
Figure1-17, La Nuit Étoilée,
-;
Vîncent Van Gogh, 1889.
•• »1 (Source; Popper, Page 27,)

1.2.4. Biomorphic functional
significance

Spaces are generally designed to serve a single function with a
specific form. As described by Louis I. Kahn, the spaces could be basically

/ discovered a very simple thing. I
discovered that certain spaces are
very unimportant and some spaces
are the real raison d'être for doing
what you're doing. But the small
spaces are contributing to the strength
of the larger spaces. They were
12
sen/ing them. — Louis I Khan

regarded as a "servant versus serviced" relationship in relativistic
perspective. However, in regarding to transformable spaces, the absolute
forms can not exist, nor the disîinct functions. This may require the
designers to abandon the conventional approaches by applying spatial
design with specific functional meanings and static forms. The
transformable spaces should comply with biomorphic functions, which
change their distinction constantly with the dynamic demands of users or
organic shifts of Nature.
"Service Core" was another practical solution emphasized by Kahn
and became a popular notion to modern architects to produce efficient and
economic design.''^ The "Core" was regarded as the central system for
connection, distribution, and also the structural support. It is similar to
social structure and biological functioning. These qualities are exactly
biomorphic and perfectly match the essentialities of transformation.
Therefore, the transfonnabte core space may be a practicat notion to start
the design of transformation and connotation.

Figure 1-18, Central service core serving 12 flats,
Tracey Towers Apartments, New York, designed by Paul
Rodolph, 1967. (Source: Monk, Page 75.)

Figure 1-19. Cylinder core for space station.
(Source; Taylor Dinerman, NASA's New
Budget New Politics. Old Problems,
http;//www.spaceequity.com/tools/showarticle.
php?serial=19&section=analysis)

1.3. Architectural Issues

Design Responses
Since the characters of transformable spaces are basically different
from traditional spaces, the conventional programming and process can not
practically suit the requirement of transformable spaces, A speciat procedure
should be introduced to comply with these spaces, As far as the aesthetics is
concerned, architects can not shape the forms only with static scenes,
Eventualty, the adaptability and feasibility of the transformable spaces shoutd
remain the prior subjects for architects to deal with, These issues will alt be
developed in the following chapters,

1.3.1, Design Procedure
1.3.2, Aesthetic Consideration
1.3.3, Adaptability and Feasibility

i,

Define the Space Connotation
Not all the spaces are regarded as suitable to be transformed to

other spaces. They should have similar functions, characters, elements,
forms, or states to be employed as the foundation of transformation. For
example, a living room could be easily transformed into a bedroom via a
foldable sofa bed. Both a living room and a bedroom have similar
residential functions; they both have a relaxed character, a cozy element,
and they share the same form. It would be odd to convert a kitchen into a
bedroom because most of their functions and other elements are
completely different.
Therefore, the first step would be the classif cation of spaces A
space could have many distinctions according to íts functional requirement
and social recognition. All the distinctions of spaces would suggest the
possibility of implanting connotation, and should be listed clearly forfurther
classification, Unlike the conventionat spatiat grouping with differences,
the transformable spatial table searches for genetic similarities. More
genetic simitarities will create better possibilities for a space with
connotation.

Figure 1-20, A living room can be transformed to a
bedroom.

ií.

Transformation Elements
The second step would be the exploration of transformability, The

spaces that have better genetic similarities should be tested to disctose the
possible transformation with the essentialities discussed in chapter 1,2,1
and 1.2.2, Basically, these spaces can be manipulated in unlimited
manners to convert to another space and be converted back again.
However, on the practical side, the most efficient and economic method is
the best way. For example, both a bedroom and a living room can be
transformed into a dining room; but, obviously, it would be more efficient
and economical for a living room to be transformed into a dining room.
When a space is designed to be transformable, the other adjacent
spaces will also be affected, which would make the transformation fail or
cause an inadequate adaptation. To prevent this problem, a
transformable space should produce muttiple atternatíons that will
coordinate with the abutting spaces. Thereafter, a standard programming
process shall be applied to alt these variations for the designer to
determine the best solution.

Figure 1-21, Multiple solutions for a shading space.
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1.3.2. Aesthetic Consideration

When architecture encounters the transformable spaces, the static
aesthetic or the "frozen music" are no longer the only issue to be considered.
More than a scene, many dynamic scenarios will be created within the same
space. The transformation may appear with a motion, a substitution, a
connection, or an emotion that could formulate an objective movement and a
subjective affect Both the movement and the affect should be regarded as
four-dimensional issues and manipulated to be merged into the other threedimensional elements,
Figure 1-22. Composition, Angel Duarte. (Source:
Popper, Page225.)

With advanced simulation technology, it is easierfor contemporary
architects to deal with these four-dimensional issues It is necessary to build a
digital model that coutd be animated and operated to perform the trials of
different requtrements, environments, occasions, and seasons to evatuate the
whote aesthetic.
Generally, the kinetic-art and motional aesthetics are the principtes for
the aforesaid evatuation. However, the vemacular aspects could not be
ignored since the adaptability to a community still remains as the archileds' ^^
primary concern, This will be discussed in the next paragraph.

Figure 1-23. Tai-chi sculpture by Ming Ju,
Taiwan

1.3.3. Adaptability and Feasíbility

There will be two major impacts to contemporary architecture in
j^

regarding the dynamic elements of transformable spaces. The fîrst and
direct impact woutd occur to the legal issue, The existing architectural
codes, such as zoning, building, fíre-fighting and accessibility codes, do not
specify this transformabte spaces as a special type of architecture nor
provide adequate regulations, The future development of these spaces will
be extremely limited if they have to follow the existing codes that are only
for the static spaces,
The second impact would be the revolutionary perspectives the

Figure 1-24. A trailer was adding a roof to become
house. (Source; Kronenburg, Plate 97.)

general public will have when viewing the dynamic elements as their new
parts of architectural experiences, Most people still regard architecture as
only static form and singte function and neglect the possibility of
transformation and connotation. Therefore, designers should develop
necessary indication or transition when creating transformable spaces.
It leaves no doubt that the demand for transformable spaces is
rising on this planet nowadays. However, the retevant tegal systems,
design methods, and construction technology still require improvement and
more practice.
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My theory position is on the subject of functionalism, transformable

Housing problem

technology, and kinetic aesthetics, all of which will be able to help

i

architects accomplishes the design with more connotation in timited space,

Notion of Machlne

They can be seamlessly connected with research programs regarding the
contemporary challenge, objective of demanding patrons, and even

Mass Production <—I—•

Accommodation

mythical beauty of the moving world, "Architecture as transformable
space" can be of the ways to lead architecture into the nirvana of "free
space."

Lé Corbusier

Maison Domino

Gerrit T. Rietveíd

Schroeder's House

i

By programming the spaces with functions, the spatíal
transformability of these spaces will be revealed. Then, several different
transformable technologies can be tested to fulfill the spatial
transformability of each space. To merge or arrange all these
transformable spaces into a complete unit is the most difficult part of the

Metabolism

Kinetic Architecture

i

Convertibility

—j
Transformable Space

1

desígn process. However, the most successful transformation will
contrarily use less technology and energy but achieve the same
transformability, which is atso considered as the most aesthetic
appearance.

1.4. Architectural Issues

Case Studies
Two cases are introduced below to
accentuate the architectural theory and
response, respectively.

1.4.1. The Schrôder House, Utrecht, Holland
The Schrôder House in Utrecht, known as the most famous
transformable living space in early twentieth century, was designed by De
Stijl architect, Gerrit Rietveld in 1924. The owner, Mrs, Truus Schrôder,
demanded for a living space with nature elements, such as light, air, rain,
as much as possible and also a life style without constraint, Moreover, she
requested three bedrooms in a small space which usually could
accommodate only one bedroom, Rietveld decided to have the living and
dining rooms share the same space as bedrooms, He used movable
partitions as transformation element to convert an open space into three
bedrooms.^^ These partitions could be easity handled with guide rails and
atl equipped with doors for practical operation. When they are open, this
space provides a spacious living area with naturat light and air from three
sides, When they are ctosed, it is transformed into three pleasant
bedrooms with their own views and private balconíes, With the ftexibility of
Figure1-2S, SchrOder House, (Source: Trachtenberg
and Hyman, Chapter 12: Plate 12-68.)

these partitions, this space can be also two bedrooms with a living room or
one bedroom with a living room and a dining room.
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All the functions of different spaces
were carefully arranged to avoid odd corners
and conflicts by Rietveld. His revolutionary
notion of regarding architecture as dynamic
spaces has introduced a new door for
modern architects to explore the
transformability of spaces,
After all, this house is so successful

tl:l„-dr

that Mrs. Schrôder had lived forty years with

y

her unrestrained life style but did not
implement any major modification.^^

Figure1-26. 2"° floor plan. (Source; Agrest. Fig. 5, Page 227.)

Figure 1-27. Living room with movable
partitions (Source: Bell, Page 10.)

1.4.2. GucklHupf Project

Designed for the Festival of Regions by the architect Hans Peter
Wômdl, GucklHupf project was built in 1993 in Mondsee, Austria, It was
originally an exhibition project with the topic of "strangeness," ^®
Wôrndl used many kinds of transformation tadics, such as sliding,
rotating, opening, and lifting, to extremely extend its extent and meaning, It
simulates the organic function, like a lotus, to open for operation and close
for rest, With this notion, a limited site will no longer restrain the usable
space, nor does exterior walls, In this case, architecture can be either a
static form or a metamorphic machine depending on the requirement of
occupants.

Figure 1-28, Transformation from close to open, (Source: Bell, Page 86-89,)
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1.5. Architectural Issues
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2.1. Facility Issues

Mission Statement

This project is to provide an intensive sports training center for
young athletes in preparation for major competitions or for participants in
off-season sports, The notion of transformability will be apptied to the core
of this facility to províde spatíal ftexibility to varied users and usages in
different sports seasons,
Basically, this facility is for sports or reCTeational uses, Instead of
formal sports, such as basketball, football, etc, which has many supporting
facilities, this training center will focus on extreme sports, such as
rollerblading, skateboarding, BMX (bicycle moto-cross racing), and
mountain biking.
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2.2. Facility Issues

2.2.1. Epistemology

Analysis and Response
Sports have been the main activity of social lives almost since the
existence of humanity,^^ Other than religious architectures, sports facilities
exist as one of the major monumental structures since the ancient time,
such as amphitheaters, arenas, and circuses, The Colosseum, Rome and
Circus Maximus were the most famous cases,^® Generally, two spaces
were provided in these facilities: A place for competition and an
observation sitting area for the audience, Dunng the competition, athletes
were the performers on the stage, and audiences were the appreciators on
the bench. Orientation to the competition was the theme of design. The
interaction between the performers and the appreciators were clearly
defined and formalized. The major characteristics of these facilities were
separation of audiences with players and the distinction of stage area from
the viewing area.
The athlete training area was usually an accessory space to the
Flgure 2-1. Origjnal forms of sports facHlties

sports stadium. Many professional athletes might set up simple facilities as
their training places, However, they were not seriously regarded before, as
sports were only entertaining activities or sponsored by only public
governors. With popularization and extreme commercialization, sports
have become a very important and beneficial business to the modern world,
which largely accelerates the development of sports stadiums as well as
the training centers,^®

Thanks to the success of the sports industry, the capitat
investments are abundant for these facilities to employ the most advanced
technology and material, Thus, the traditional design concepts as a socialactivities oriented space could no longer be sufficient to patrons, The
entertaining factor becomes the key point of design, To achieve that, the
interaction behveen the players and observers should be amplified, such
as the giant video screen and broadcasting system, Athletes immediately
become superstars on the stage and even off the stage, which is the
scenario created by the sports business nowadays,^
Behind the major competitive performances, the athletic training

Flgure 2-2.
Strong
vlsual
orientation

center is the simulated small stadium for the stars to practice and improve
their performances, It is a more education-oriented than entertainment-

is
fundament
al in sports
facllities.

oriented space with training equipment for skill and strength improvement,
Most of the existing training centers serve varied athletes in different

t

sports' seasons.
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2.2.2. Essentiality Analysis
1, Functional Factors
Six factors are researched below to
There are two major functions, athlete training and sports camp. in this

disclose the essentialities of sports facilities.

facility,
resh

i.

Issue: Athlete Training
Training can be regarded as an educational process. Different from a
traditional classroom, a physical education center for athletes should
serve dynamic actions for body and skill improvement.^'
Goals: To achieve the apex of body strength, fresh air with constant
temperature should be provided for the physical health; natural light
and visional pleasure should be available for psychological health. To
develop the skitls of the athlete, specific spatial arrangement with
training equipment should be supplied.

Figure 2-3. Air inlet should be close to green area
and avoid polluted zone.

Performance Reouirements: The air outlets of HVAC system can be
provided to each exercising spot for direct fresh air supply, The air
inlets shoutd not be close to low-quality air areas, such as parking lot,
dumping barret, and kitchen smoke outlet, The training space should
have window opening to natural light and scenery but avoid direct
sunlight from south.

ii,

tssue: Sports Club
This function, as a sports club, is mostly for recreation but not for
competition. Most people use sports' clubs for mentat refreshment or
health improvement. In these clubs, the process of gathering for the
same activities immediately generates an ideal environment for
socialization

22

Goals: Instead of providing strictly body-building equipment, a sports
club should have atso a restful and enjoyable atmosphere,
Performance Reauirement: This project can use soft materials, such
as wood, carpet, paper, cloth, or leather, and homey elements, such as
sofa, tabte lamp, planter, and low table, to create a cozy space.

II, Economical Factors
Almost all sports have their own seasonal events, such as major
competitions, annual seminars, and regular trainings, To maximize the
usage of sports facilities, the timing of these events should be considered in
an economical approach to design the facilities for multiple functions,
Issue: Maximum occupation
Figure 2-4, The core space should have multiple
functions, It can be transformable and
attachable.

This facility should be able to allow different sports in different competition
seasons all year round,
Goals: This project can use transformabte core notion to design multiple
functlons wtth transformatton and connection.
Performance Requirement: The main training hatl can be regarded as the
core space of this facillty. It can employ a movable roof, rotating walls,
floating floors, or only connedion joints to be able to change its dimensíon
and characters.
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III. Legal Factors

Exit

Exit

n

A sports training center is categorized under "Assembly Occupancy," and a
dormitory attached can be the "Residential Occupancy" according to the
BOCA and the Uniform Building Code, A complex of both can be treated as
the "Mixing Occupancies," too, The major concern of these occupancies is
means of egress.^^
Issue: Egress capacity
This project should design better egress capacity than the required regulation
since the youth are future of this country.
Goals: This project should use less combustible material to reduce the
hazardous level and provided means of egress according to the law,
Performance Reauirement: All public space should have at least two exits

Figure 2-5. Means of egress is the major concern of
code to a public space.

separated with distance larger than a half of the diagonal length. Reinforced
concrete, which is non-combustible material, can be the building system of
this project.
IV, Social Factors
Three social aspects are discussed tjelow.
i,

Issue: Adaptability
In fact, it is not very difficult for American society to accept sports
facilities, The trend for sports in the United States is still blooming. To
attend sports activities is a major social activity for most people. There
leaves no question about existence but only appearance.^''

Goals: The appearance of his project should comply witFTsôcial value
as a sport facility,
Performance Requirement: Clear-window openings and organic
structures can be applied for this project to create an appearance as
health and vigor.
Issue: Identity
People usually recognize a sports training center as a nest for future
stars, Regarding this perspective, it should be extremely functional, A
monumental or festival architecture will not be adequate, Besides,
most athletes are young people who generally witl appreciate more
vigorous expressions of structures and materials,
Goals: Energetic expression of structural elements can be the strategy
to visually please young athletes and identify itself as a sports camp.

Figure 2-6 Half pipe is the ultimate
challenge to X-sport.

Performance Requirement: A Biomorphic form can be employed in the
shell structure to have energetic expression.
tssue: rnteractlon
Sports are particularly social activitíes which invite the pubtic to attend
and be ínvolved. This witl encourage peopte to interact with their local
sports facilities. With respect to these interactions, sports facílities
should remaín widely open and provide more possibílities for public
events, This facílity should be abte to serve as a community center for
sports or other social events, A friendty interaction with local residents
should be necessary.
Goals: An entrance to facilitate the local access should be offered,
Fence should not be applied to create separation from the public.
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Performance Reauirement: A path can be supplied to connect the
main entrance and the local community. An open and clear entrance
lobby can be offered to create a welcome image,
V. Psychological Factors
In training processes, athletes might suffer from body pains and injuries,
frustrations with record of performance, and oppression from coaches, which
would give them impressions of confinement and suppression within the
training center. This can hugely influence the performance of these athletes,
tssue: Mental health
Apparently, closed spaces and monotonous color scheme will enhance these
influences, They should be avoided,
Figure 2-7 A uniform and dense
structural or fa?ade joint lines can
create the rhythm applicable to the
spirit of sport.

Goals: A timeout space should be added for the intermission during the
training. This shelter should not appear as a cage.
Performance Reguirement: A recreation area can be provided next to the
training hall with cozy setting for temporary retaxation and refreshment, The
window frame should not be too narrow to create a prison-tike image,
VI. Aesthetic Factors
Sports reveal energetic motion in ftuent movements which are atways
symbotic of human aesthetics, Shelters for sports can be objectivety related
through expression of movement, which can be accomplished by rhythmic
compositions or fluent formations,
tssue: Kinetic aesthetic

The appearance of this facility sh^L dTêveat môtional aesthetic,
Goal: Smooth surfaces or repetition of similar elements shoutd be applied to
offer a visual continuation and rhythmic meanings,

vL#

Performance Reauirement: Space frame or arched truss can be used
exteriorty as the roof or exterior wall structure. The main circulation and
landscape can employ curvy paths and repetitive elements to express the
continuation.
VII, Transformable Factors
Commonly, many sport facilities have transformable functions to serve
different occasions on the same space, The most common design is the
movable partition, which can be only fabric curtain for easier setting, Many

Flgure 2-8, A convertible roof can
decrease the impact of weather.

stadiums accommodate the convertible roof to decrease the impact of bad
weather. Sometimes, the swimming pool can be covered with hard floor to
have dry sports activities, There is no limit to this factor but only the
imagination.

2.3. Facility Issues

Activities / Spatial Analysis
Space Type

Public Area

Facllity Space

Occupant

2.3.1. Area Table / Spatial Suníimary
Functlon

Characterlstlc

1

Reception

Welcome

200

No

Restaurant

25

Food service

Cozy

900

Yes

Dealing

Business

200

Yes

Sports practice

Active

3,600

Yes

400

No

Training

Multipurpose

Area

Sports Hall

Racing

Vigor

Fitness Room

Exercise

Vigor

B.O.H.

Others
Total

Transformability

Entry Lobby

Kiosk

Private Area

Area(ft2)

20

Visual Classroom

20

Educatíon

Instruction

1.000

Yes

Locker Room

20

Changing

Servant

1,200

No

Recreation Room

20

Refreshment

Sensation
Cozy

1.000

Yes

Break
Residing/Rest

Cozy

3,600

Yes

Laundry

Washing cloth

Servant

300

No

Office

Administration

Rational

1.000

No

Kitchen

Cooklng

Working

300

No

Storage

Storage

Simple

200

No

M&E Room

Operation

Functional

500

No

Dormitory

40

16

14,400

'Á

2.3.2.

Maln Activíties and
Spatial Analysis

i. Multipurpose Sports Hall
Issue: Sports, performance, and competition

Seven main spaces are discussed below.

The multipurpose sports hall should provide for multiple sports training and
performance, as well as for coaching and observation, The number of

Flgure 2-9, Indlrect llghtlngs should be
employed to avoid eye disturbance to
athletes, Sun controls should be added to
decrease direct sun,

^
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participants of this hall is around twenty to forty.
Goals: This hall should have an undefined open space to fulfill varied kinds
of sports requirements, It is the major space of this project and should be

k//^\

/
• • • •^B •

regarded as the focal point of the whole design, It can be a simple shape
with strong centralization sense, Direct light should be avoided; noise and
echo should be controlled; fresh air should be offered in this hall,
Performance Requirement: This hall can be an oval or rectangular shape
and should have at least thirty foot clear height and 60'X60' open space, It
should be the largest and highest room of the whole complex, Sun controls
should be added to the southern windows and indirect lightings should be
equipped; sound absorbent should be applied to the interior wall; direct fresh
ahr outtets shoutd be pointed to the main trainlng areas in thls haft.
Adiacencv: This space should be adjacent to the fitness room and close to
the main entrance, visuat ctassroom, and locker room.
Equioment: Bench, sports equipment

m

ii. Visual Classroom
Issue: Education and coaching
The visual classroom should provide an ideal environment with visual
information for trainees to improve their abilities.
Goals: This space should have a directional form to create a focus point for
instruction, as well as an AA/ system for sensational learning. A dark space
should be offered during the media projecting.
Performance Reouirement: A fan-shaped space can be applied as floor plan
of this space. The screen of media projector can be placed at the narrower
side, and the speakers can be oriented to the wider side. A dimmer for
lighting in this room should be equipped. A set of curtain or blind should be
Figure 2-10. A fan-shape form can be ideal for a
visual classroom. The projector's screen should
be or the narrov^íer side.

available to block the light if there is any window opening in this room.
Adiacencv: This classroom should be close to the multipurpose sports hall,
Eauipment: Screen, multimedia equipment, chairs with wnting table, stage,
and table

Figure 2-11, Raising seats should be equipped to offer a clear
sight to everyone.

iii, Fitness Room

Issue: Body exercise to improve strength
The fitness room should provide a weight training environment to help the
exercisers concentrate on body building.
Goals: This space should be easy to clean and supervise. The floor should
be shock-absorbent material for accidentally dropping or falling,
Performance Reauirement: This space can be a simple rectangular shape
with wall mirrors on a longer side, There should be at least three foot
circulation between the equipments, such as treadmills, bicycles, and
climbing machines, for easy maintenance, The floor can use robber or soft
wood as material,^^
Adjacencv: This room should be adjacent to the multipurpose sports hall.
Figure 2-12. Wall mirrors should be installed to one
side of fitness room for better monitoring.

Eguipment: Fitness equipment

iv. Medical Center
Issue: Emergency treatment and consultation
The medical center should be able to provide prompt sports medical care, as
well as general medical consultation.
Goals: This space should have a wide opening for emergent access, a
separate treating area for personal privacy, a closed area for medicine and
equipment, and a separate room for private consultation,
Performance Reauirement: This space should be on the ground floor for
easy access; and a double swing door with anti-shock covering panels can
be equipped to the main entrance. A sliding curtain can be used to separate
the treating area. A closet with counter can be installed to provide the
storage for medicine and equipment,^^
Figure 2-13. A double swing door with see-through
openings and anti-shock panels should be applied to
the entrance of the medical center

Adjacencv: This space should be close to the training area.
Equipment: Desk, chairs, closets, medical beds, medical equipments

m^

V, Recreation Room

Issue: Refreshment and rest
The recreation room should provide cozy atmosphere for complete relaxation
after stressful training or intensive sports, as well as revitalizing elements to
prepare them for training, Another separate area may offer simple games or
a place to enjoy movies and refreshments,
Goals: This space should be set in a quite area with homey furniture for rest
and friendly assembly, The acoustic insulation should be installed to create
a noiseless environment,
Performance Reauirement: This space should not be close to the parking
lots, kitchen, machine rooms or major circulations, Sofas, low tables, lamps,
planters, carpet, wall paper, and curtain may be applied to this room, The
Figure 2-14. Recreation room should have
window openings to natural scenery.

dry wall system, such as double sided gypsum board, with acoustic
insulation can be used as the partition wall for this room.
Adiacencv: This space shoutd be adjacent to the restaurant's bar and close
to the dormitory.
Equipment: Sofa set, TV set, table soccer, Internet set

vi.

Restaurant/Bar
Issue: Energizing and refreshing
The restaurant will provide breakfast, lunch, and dinner services, The bar
will provide beverage and snack services,
Goals: A pleasant and clean space for consuming should be shared for both
of the restaurant and the bar. Seating arrangement should consider groups
and individuals.
Performance Reauirement: The bar and the restaurant can be within the
same space; and the bar can be on the corner next to the entrance door.
There should be of three foot wide circulation between all the seating units

Fígure 2-15. All seating units should be set to allow
for easy clean. Group seating should be separated
from individual seating.

for easy clean. The glass door should be employed to the entrance. The
floor and wall materials, as well as the dinning furniture, can use wood, metal,
PVC, etc , with smooth surface that can be easy to clean and illustrate a
hygienic appearance. Different floor levels can be desígned to separate
dining groups or individuals.^'^
Adíacencv: Thls space shoutd be dose to the donnitory.
Equipment: Bar counter set, dinning furniture, vending machines

I^

vii.

Dormitory

Issue: Resident for youth
The dormitory should provide short-term and group living spaces for young
people. They should be standardized and easy to maintain.
Goals: Each room should be able to offer at least two but not over four
occupants. Naturat light and air should be both available to each bedroom
area, All rooms should be arranged in a manner for easy surveillance for
security,
Performance Reouirement: A bedroom unit can be standardized as 24'X12',
Figure 2-16. There should be a window on each
side to allow for circulation of fresh air.

Each unit should have a window opening on each side for air circulation, All
doors should face the same direction or the same point, All circulation
should have enough width for two maid carts passing.
Adjacencv: This space should be close to the restaurant.
Equipment: Closets, beds, desks, chairs

Figure 2-17. 24'X12' can be the standard size for the dormitory
units for two occupants. No threshold or small passage should
be allowed inside to trouble the vacuum clean.

2.4. Facility Issues

Adjácency Relationship Diagram

Dormitory
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Locker
Room
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Entry Lobby (200)
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Storage
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Hall
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2.5. Facllity Issues

2.5.1. Natlonal tralning center for rhythmlc gymnastlcs

Case Studies
Designed by Enric Miralles, this project was built in Alicante, Spain
for the Spanish national gymnastics team as a training center, The major
Two cases are introduced below to present
the motional aesthetic and transformability,
respectively.

space is the performance hall on the second level with audience seating
places all around, This space is about 108'X197' rectangular shape with
approximately sixty five foot ceiling height, and it is sheltered by the highest
and largest steel-truss roof of this building, The ground level is for parking,
entrance, training areas, changing rooms, tiving and dining rooms, and
public service facilities, ^®

~^r_

Figure2-18, Design Diagram, An organic diagram was
employed to express kinetic aesthetics. (Source:
StQrzebecher and Ulrich, Page: 160.)

m
m

Figure2-19, Staircase space, Interior staircases were
used to create a visual rhythm, (Source: St rzebecher
and Ulrich, Page: 163)
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The whole space layout was trying to create a fluent circulation
with an elegant movement pace, The general diagram revealed an organic
beauty like a stem, the entrance, and a blooming flower, the performance
hall, which created a dramatic scenario as going through, The various
arched trusses, crowned as the main roof structure, represented the
rhythmic aesthetic and indicated this project's identification, The major
circulation employed serious of cured formats to express the fluency of
sport, All principles of motional aesthetic were nicely composed and
clearly articulated in this project.

Figure 2-20. Floor plan. The performance hall wrth audience
seating is the focal point of this project. (Source: St rzebecher
and Ulrich, Page: 164.)

Figure 2-21 Section Arched truss roof was used to express
the rhythmic beauty and indicate the hierarchy of spaces.
(Source; Sttirzebecher and Ulrich, Page: 164-165.)

M

T
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2.5.2. Gymnase á Grenobie
Designed by Nicolas Michetin, this project was built in Grenoble as
a community sports center, Constrained with budget and space, it was still
planned to accommodate as many activities as possible, A simple barrelarched form was employed to create an open space for multiple sports'
functioning, which was thoughtfully outlined on the floor with different
colors, The hanging baskets and the other movable sports equipments
were available to offer the transformability for designated sports,^

Figure 21-22, Exterior photo, A simple barrel-arched form was
employed, (Source: Sowa, Page: 98,)

Flgure 2-24, Floor plan, Dlfferent sports were outllned by different colors, (Source: Sowa,
Page: 100,)
Figure2-23, Interior photo. (Source: Sowa, Page: 99.)
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3.1. Context Issues

Introduction

The project site will be located on an empty tot between Lubbock
Fairground and Mackenzie State Park on the north side of East Broadway
Avenue in Lubbock, Texas, The site is on the east edge of Lubbock and next
to the canyon of Mackenzie Park,
Since this project will serve as a regional training center in north-west
Texas for youth athletes and local participants, the context analysis will focus
on this area's physical, environmental, social, and economical issues, Sports
activities are very important to American social lives and especially the major
leisure life style to north-west Texas, There are many sports facilities in this
Figure 3-1, Lubbock is on north-west of Texas,

area offering vanous sports training services, but there are very few of them
providing fine training spaces for extreme sports, However, X-sports, called by
ESPN for extreme sports of X generation, are gradually accepted and practiced
by the youth tn this area. Thís means that it is a trar>64tior»l period now, and a
convertible or expandable facitity can be just adequate to support these sports
during this period, Thus, the transformabte notion may be apptied to have an
economic commence through less land occupation but create flexible spatial
usage.
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3.2. Context Issues

Site Essentialities and Responses

3.2.1. Physical Facts
This project will be located in Lubbock, Texas. Lubbock is the major
city of north-west Texas. Most of this area is undeveloped grassland. The
major landscapes are oil field, agricultural range, low-density residential
buildings, and light-industrial fadories.
Generally, Lubbock is famous for rolling plains, called "South Plains,"
without many geological differences. However, this site is adjacent to a small

*:
Figure 3-2, Community next to the site

canyon approximately 50 feet deep and 400 feet wide with views of the
enormous agricultural field on the east side and the contemporary cityscape on
the west side.
There is no earthquake in Lubbock. The soil in this area is Amarillo
and Acuff loam, which is reported to be continuously dry and appropriate for
small structures fewer than fifty feet high. In fact, most of the buildings in this
region are horizontally developed without a basement and high tower.''°
A vertical form can be distinguish to this flat background but should not
be overdone to become redundant, A horizontal form could physicalty
response to this flatness and not generate disturbance to homogeneous
landscape.

Figure 3-3. The site locates in the heart of Lubbock.

Issue: Uniformity and Identity
This project should physicalty conform to these magnificent high
plains, This facility should be easily recognized as a sports facility,
Goats: A horizontally developed form can comply with the physical
condition of South Plains, A contrast design to the local structures
can stand as its identification,
Performance Reouirement:
A building with one or two stories can be developed horizontally to
Figure 3-4, Vertical development is not necessary
jn this area.

situate on this site, A curvy roofing structure can be applied to be
contrast with local gable roof or ftat roof

Flgure 3-5, Site aerial photo with topographic llnes, (Source:
Planning Department, Lubbock)
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Lubbock has an altitude of 3,256 feet and is considered to be the
center of the South Plains, Far from mountains and oceans, it cannot
accumulate enough humidity for rain, as well as its high altitude, which
generates a typical dry and windy continental ctimate, The average
temperature is 80,OF for July and 38,9F for January, which is pretty warm
and mild, The average wind speed is 12,9 MPH, The annual days of
sunshine are 261 days, The annual snowfalt is 9,6 inches. The normal
precipitation is 18.69 inches.
The highest temperature is 114.0F in June, 1994; and the lowest is
-17.0F in February, 1933. The highest wind speed is 91mph in May, 1952.
The maximum annual rainfall is 40,53 inches in 1941. The maximum
snowfall in 24 hours is 16.3 inches in January, 1983.•'^ These records
describes that Lubbock can be extremely hot or cold but without wet
problem,
Thanks to this dry climate, Lubbock is perfectly suited for cotton
growth and has very specific vegetation types, which usually are bushes,
grasses, and cactuses, There are fragmentatty smatt canyons on this ptain
offering flourishing oases, such as Mackenzie State Park and Buffalo
Spring Park, The major wild animat is the prairie dog which loves to aeate
huge underground networks,
The site is adjacent to the largest canyon in Lubbock, Mackenzie
State Park, There are many types of vegetation, a playa lake, and a
playground in this park, It stands as the largest green area of Lubbock and
possesses the best natural landscape.

Figure 3-7. Existing condition of the site

i M

Issue: Sustainability
Under a desert climate, the building should be able to tolerate
extremely dry conditions, burning radiation, and tornados.
Goals: This project's structure should be able to sustain destructive force
of tornados and erosive power of radiation, Its shell should be
thermally insutated for energy conservation during summer and
winter.
Performance Requirement: Reinforced concrete can be the main stnjcture
of this facility to sustain Lubbock's destructive climate, This
Figur^ 3-8. Thermal insulation should be applied to the shell
wall cue to the extreme climate condition.
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buitding's exterior wall should be equipped with thermal insulation
and airtight sealant, Its windows should be double-glazed.

3.2.3. Social Facts

Lubbock is a typical mid-size American city with approximately two
hundred thousand in population with average annual income of $43,750, It is a
college city with a large Texas Tech University student community, and also an
agricultural city with a vast agricultural industry, Therefore, the social structure
is generally comprised of students and middle class employees, The median
age of Lubbock is 29,7 years in the year 2000 and is projected to be 33.1 years
in 2010. Lubbock is actually developing into a regional retirement center of
west Texas, which shall require hígh security and tranquility.^^
Issue: Adoptability
This facility should have an appearance to please middle class
Figure 3-9. Lubbock is basically a middle class community.

Americans and avoid possible criminality
Goals: Instead of luxurious or bizarre expression, this building should
demonstrate properly to its function as a sports camp.
Performance Reouirement:
Instead of classical or chaotic forms, a true expression of function
and structure with common and local materials, such as brick,
concrete, normat wood, metal, and gtass, witt be adopted by
Lubbock society.

3.2.4. Traffic Facts
The site is adjacent to East Broadway, which extends to downtown and
connects Texas Tech University, along the Broadway Boulevard axis,
Broadway serves as the major circulation of Lubbock downtown and the
connection of the west and east parts of the city, Two blocks away, 1-27 is an
interstate highway that runs through Lubbock that links the northern states and
Canada with Texas and Mexico, These two major lines offer the most

Entranci

convenient traffic access to this site,
^

-
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Crossing the canyon, East Broadway has a steep slope next to the site
im

^

which generates an invisible spot on both side of this slope and increases
danger level to the main entrance of this facility,

- ^

tssue: Security

mp

This site shoutd not create a new hazardous point for local traffic,

Figure 3-10, Another lane should be added to the entrance
connect

and should decrease the possible impact on traffic,
Goals: Entering and exiting traffic of the site should not affect normal traffic
current on East Broadway or cause hazardous traffic,
Performance Requirement: The main entrance of the site should connect
to East Broadway at teast one hundred feet far from entí of the
steep slope. Another lane should be added as an accessing and

m
m

exiting transition to the main entrance.

1

Figure 3-11, Steep slope road has an invlslble space
from each end.
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3.2.5. Community Facts
The current land use of this site is for "Park and Recreation." There is
one abutting building which was a club house of a guild but has been closed for
decades. The South Plains Fairground is another adjacent building complex
which is also for recreational use, Across East Broadway to the south, these
areas are generally Industrial districts, There are low density residential
districts on the east side across from Mackenzie State Park, Lubbock
downtown is on the west side of the site across highway 1-27.''''
Connected with South Plains Fairground, this site will create the
largest recreational complex of Lubbock. It possesses the biggest green space,
best fresh air, gorgeous canyon scenery, and city skyline. Combined with
Mackenzie State Park, it is also a perfect location for a sports facility. Thus,
there is great potential to develop a sports and recreational project on this site
and benefit its community.

Figure3-12. Aerial photo. Relationship of the site, fairground, and
park, (Source: Planning Department, Lubbock)

Issue: Community development
This project can be a symbotic bridge to connect South Plains
Fairground with Mackenzie State Park and develop a sports
recreation park community.
Goals: Visual and traffic connections should be applied to the fairground
and the park with this facility to generate a pidure of sports and
recreation park community, This facility should provide an
observation spot for visitors to overlook the canyon park and the
fairground to enable them regard this community with a new
perspective,
Performance Reouirement: A circulation path should be employed to
Figure 3-13, Parking space of South Plains Fairground

connect the fairground, the sports camp, and the park to provide a
visiting tour for all participants, An observation spot can be
equipped on the highest level of this project with clear view to the
lake of Mackenzie State Park and South Plains Fairground,

Figure 3-14, Observation spot should be able to see the lake of
IVIackenzie State Park,
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3.2.6. Psychological Fact
This site is on the east side of highway 1-27, which crosses Lubbock
near its center from north to south and divides this city into east and west parts.
The east part of Lubbock generally has industrial zoning. tn Lubbock, highway
1-27 is not only a Bona Fide boundary to physically separate the city from
industrial districts but also a Fiat boundary for psychological separation of
security from danger. People of Lubbock regard the east side of highway 1-27
as only for daytime working lives and are afraid of nighttime explorations. This
Fiat boundary seriously affects the development of east Lubbock and restrains
the normal expansion of this city. As a matter of fact, there is no higher crime
rate or worse environment on this east part than the dense and vastly
developed west part.''^
A sports facility usually represents a positive and vital image to a
community. To situate itself on this site, this project will encounter the negative
Figure 3-15. Highway 1-27 separates Lubbock into
two different zones.
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psychological perspective and must develop its own significance, not only to
itself, but also to the community.
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Issue: Revitalization
This facility should be an ideal attempt to break this depressing
Fiat boundary and an invitation to revive the east part of Lubbock.
An advanced design can serve as an enlightening spot to convince
the visitors to redefine their Fiat boundary.
Goals: Instead of using the traditional form, planning, and material, the
sophisticated form, transformable planning, and new material can
be employed to aeate an attractive spot. Nighttime iltumination
should be applied to create striking scenery of a buitding.
Performance Requirement: Exposing truss or space frame with glazed
panets can be applied to the roof or exterior walt to freely aeate
complicated shapes. Illumination can be applied to the main
structural members with angles that can express the depth and
strength of these members. A well illuminated square should be
Figure 3-16. Exposing truss and space frame can
freely shape the forms.

provided as the best observation spot to nighttime visitors.

Figure 3-17. Nighttlme illumination to the
structure and an observation spot should be
provided.
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3.3. Context Issues

Case Studies

3.3.1 Texas Tech University Recreation Center

The most distinguished sports facility in Lubbock is Texas Tech
University Recreation Center, which many spaces for sports training and
recreation are provided. It is a three-story building with one basement. The
main building structure is reinforced concrete with steel truss roofs. The shell
is made of red tile roof and khaki striated brick wall to comply with the Spanish
style of the whole Texas Tech University. To identify itself, this facility employs
an unusual form and a semicircle arcade as the main entrance facing the
campus. There is no window opening on south and west fa^ades to avoid
direct sun. The major window openings are on north and east fa?ades and
offer campus view to the fitness room and dancing hall. The largest hall has a
full clear height to four stories and is divided into several multipurpose courts
Figure 3-18. Main entrance of Texas Tech University
Recreation Center

which can be converted to offer various sports activities. The swimming pool
has an air-inflated membrane roof that can be opened in summer and closed in
winter. The whote building ís air-conditioned. The major sports area is
equipped with indirect tightings.
Basically, it is a successful project regarding to its function and spatial
arrangement. However, completed closed south and west fafades stop the
possible interaction with the exterior environment and offer no view to the
participants. The spatial hierarchy ís not indicated from the exterior shell,
which generates an ambiguous orientation from outside.

Figure 3-19. Roof trusses v\nth air ducts and a clock, Texas
Tech Universrty Recreation Center

Figure 3-22. B1
floor plan,
Texas Tech
University
Recreation
Center,
(Source:
http://wwiw.ttu.e
du/recsports/fac
ilities/tour/index.
php)

Flgure 3-23. Ist floor
plan, Texas Tech
University Recreation,
(Source:
http ://www.ttu. edu/recs
ports/facjlities/tour/inde
x,php)
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3.3.2 Tatami Romano Apartment
A Japanese businessman, spending only a few days a year in
Monte Carlo, required a "beautiful hotel room" with multiple functions in a
studio apartment, Lazzarini Pickering, the architect, used all kinds of
techniques to provide the maximum meaning for a compact space, The
living room can be not only a dinning space but also a bathing area. A little
sliding job can hide the kitchenette in a flash and disclose a cozy bathtub.
A table can be a cover. A closet can be a door. There is not definite
meaning to any space in the apartment. However, it can offer people a
complete flexible living without moving themselves but only moving the
partitions. This is the beauty of the transformation, which liberate the
space, the time, and the mind. When the people are asking the telephone
to be also a camera, the SUV to be a pickup truck, they are actually asking
for better lives without more burdens.

Figure 3-24, Transformation
diagram, (Source: Bell, Page 57)
Figure 3-25, Transformabie unlt, (Source: Bell, Page 56)
•'
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3.4. Context Issues
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Transformability ^ Sport + Lubbock
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I toke the first step as an expressional approach and tried to figure

out: What form can truly express Texsport?
went bacl< to the very B A S I C notlon.
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Rectangle could be the most dynamic and convenient form for
transformation.
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Transformability
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I wish to stail the process of transformation, not
only transformation. The evolving notion can be
the most beautiful and practical transformation.
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4.3 Final Presentation
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